
Social Econmic Domestication 
 

If an animal is fed everyday by a certain person, at a certain time and place, that animal will begin                    
to associate that person, place, and time with nourishment. Despite whatever the feeders intentions,              
whether trapper or tourist. It understand that food will be readily available without effort. Though,               
hunting may still become an urge, the animal becomes subdues by the contentment of dependency. No                
longer would this animal have to use its natural instincts and capabilities to survive. Only learn to be                  
submissive and dependent on the feeder. 

State dependency ensures that revolutionary culture will stay in remission. Instinctively one may             
yearn for freedom but it is subdued by pacification. In the way of “reform” and social policies. Which is                   
meant to further stippin the growth of a culture of resistance. Though colonization is accurately used to                 
describe the overall domination of a people by an outside force, domestication entails a more personal                
analysis of our community. Not to say domestication ensures that we are or once were savages, but that                  
due to so many generations of colonization we lost the instinct to fight. We’ve become domesticated to                 
all what the state wants us to be. Our dependency of the states resources and powers hinder our                  
willingness to fight for freedom; we’ve become slaves to contentment. For we are not equal in this house                  
of colonization, we are slaves to the will of the state.  

Dependency is functional addiction, not just because you can afford the drug or that you won’t                
sell your ass for it, doesn’t mean you’re not addicted. Addiction is when you can’t function properly                 
without the drug and in our community, dependency on the state is the norm. Medicare, public aid, social                  
security, and public housing are but social cracks, political meth, and economic heroine. This dependency               
in our community has become the noose that is choking the life out of autonomy. We must not fight for                    
further domestication but utter and complete freedom. 

The ability to live free is centered around our ability to become self-sufficient. Therefore              
dependency not just on the government, but institutions which benefit the government are a threat to                
autonomy and an enemy of the people, understanding this enables us to evaluate who are the friends and                  
foes of our resistance. The first step to severing the community ties of depency to the state is to create a                     
culture of self sufficiency and the creation of alternative institutions that promote solidarity and not               
subjugation. The whole community should participate and learn the ins and outs of these institutions.               
Therefore making it impossible for a hierarchical structure to develop. In these programs, schools,              
gardens, clinics, and housing will be all conscious acts of rebellion against dependency. 

Social economic domestication is systematic, economic, and social repression of a community by             
the state in order to make that community dependent on the state which therefore denies the community                 
the ability to become autonomous, gain any political or economical power and thereby breeding future               
generations of submissive minds who are content with their situation. 
 
“A dog will never bite the hand that feeds it.” 
 
So fuck dependency and eat the rich!!! 


